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Status
Closed

Subject
Kanban plugin; API disabled error should contain a way to enable it right away (or a link to the
admin control panel)

Version
master
25.x
26.x

Category
Feature request
Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Kanban

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
(0)

Description
When you add for the first a KanBan plugin to a Wiki Page you may see the following error:

User error
Security -> API access is disabled but Kanban plugin needs it.

There should be a way for an admin to enable the API access right away and solve this minor issue.
Or at least a link to the relevant control panel.

Solution
Fixed in https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/commit/96ae218c4f17b8451f02757cf7f95ada1c2e446a

Importance
3

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
30
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
8352

Created
Sunday 12 March, 2023 07:12:21 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Thursday 16 March, 2023 19:18:17 GMT-0000

Comments

Benoit Grégoire 16 Mar 23 19:17 GMT-0000

Wow, I wanted to push this to a junior, but it seems there is now API to get the settings page for an
arbitrary preferences. Added a proof of concept which fixes this, and makes it less painful than it was,
but this really needs to be solved in a plugin abstraction that will work for all plugins.
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